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Figure 1: 5,600-fps 8-bit projection with balloon bursting. The shown images were captured at 5,600 fps in synchronization.

ABSTRACT

The growing need for high-frame-rate projectors in the fields of
dynamic projection mapping (DPM) and three-dimensional (3D)
displays has increased. Conventional methods allow for an increase
in the frame rate to as much as 2,841 frames per second (fps) for
8-bit image projection, using digital light processing (DLP) tech-
nology when the minimum digital mirror device (DMD) control
time is 44 µs. However, this rate needs to be further augmented
to suit specific applications. In this study, we developed a novel
high-frame-rate projection method, which divides the bit depth of an
image among multiple projectors and simultaneously projects them
in synchronization. The simultaneously projected bit images are
superimposed such that a high-bit-depth image is generated within
a reduced single-frame duration. Additionally, we devised an opti-
mization process to determine the system parameters necessary for
attaining maximum brightness. We constructed a prototype system
utilizing two high-frame-rate projectors and validated the feasibil-
ity of using our system to project 8-bit images at a rate of 5,600
fps. Furthermore, the quality assessment of our projected image
exhibited superior performance in comparison to a dithered image.
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Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Mixed / augmented real-
ity; Hardware—Communication hardware, interfaces, and storage—
Displays and imagers

1 INTRODUCTION

Projectors play an essential role in various display applications, rang-
ing from expansive video presentations to augmented reality, and
are pivotal in computer vision to facilitate numerous measurements.
Over time, the attributes of projectors, such as resolution, brightness,
color fidelity, and frame rate, have advanced to meet diverse require-
ments. This study specifically focused on the aspect of frame rate,
as conventional standards typically range from 30 to 60 frames per
second (fps). However, the requirement to elevate the frame rate to
thousands of fps to explore innovative applications has been recently
identified.

For example, in the gaming domain, enhancing the frame rate to
minimize latency between user input and display, and to render fluid
animations, is critical to fully harness a user’s capabilities [11,31,40].
Therefore, the frame rate of gaming monitors is consistently en-
hanced, with the latest models achieving up to 500 fps [1]. However,
this upgrade is anticipated to be an ongoing process, with further
amplification in frame rate required to determine the perceptual
threshold beyond which further increases become imperceptible.

Similarly, dynamic projection mapping (DPM) necessitates high
frame rates to mitigate misalignment between mobile targets and
projected images [5, 16, 18, 33, 36]. To render such misalignment
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undetectable, the latency from target movement to projection com-
pletion must be less than several milliseconds [34, 37]. Within this
timeframe, DPM must execute image capture, target identification,
graphics rendering, image transmission, and projection. If one hy-
pothesizes a scenario in which the implementation consists of five
segmented subtasks in a pipeline operation with a latency of 5 ms,
the frame rate must be at least 1,000 fps to ensure all projection
tasks are accomplished within this 5 ms window. As target recogni-
tion and rendering grow more complex and thus necessitate more
pipelined subtasks to maintain high throughput and low latency, and
as the perceivable latency is further reduced based on the application
and observational context, a significantly higher frame rate will be
required in the future.

Three-dimensional (3D) displays, including swept-volume [14,
44] and time-multiplexing light-field displays [12, 22, 42, 43, 50, 52],
also necessitate a high frame rate. These displays comprise a high-
frame-rate projector in conjunction with a spinning screen, where the
pattern projected onto the screen manifests as a 3D image. Notable
advantages of these 3D displays include a broad viewing angle
and a glass-free solution that avoids accommodation–convergence
conflicts.

Nevertheless, the employment of these displays inevitably re-
quires a high-frame-rate projector operating around 5,000 fps. To
meet these specifications, the bit depth of a projected image in each
color channel is traditionally restricted to one or two bits. Even
though dithering techniques were implemented to offset this bit-
depth reduction [4, 15, 17, 45], the resultant image quality did not
adequately replicate intricate texture structures on 3D surfaces. Ef-
forts to overcome this quality degradation in swept-volume display
through the use of screens with physical materials have been docu-
mented [3]; however, this approach limits the variability in displayed
content. In essence, a straightforward and efficacious solution for
these 3D displays lies in the realization of a projector capable of both
high frame rates and high bit depths. Such performance enhance-
ments will also be beneficial for other time-multiplexed 3D displays
such as tomographic displays [10,21] and computer-generated holog-
raphy [9, 13].

Furthermore, an increase in frame rate can augment the depth
of the field [8, 27, 38, 51]. This method enables a fast-tunable lens
to rapidly modulate the focal length, project multiple images in
harmony, and attain an all-in-focus projection over an extensive
depth. Such an extended depth-of-field is promising for applications,
such as near-eye displays, DPM, and 3D swept-volume displays due
to the broad fluctuations in target depth. The required frame rate
is the product of the number of projected images in a given period
and the oscillation rate; consequently, the oscillation rate must be
the same as the refresh rate demanded in each specific application
where the refresh rate is already elevated.

While conventional projection relies on three primary colors,
increasing the number of primary colors serves to expand the gamut,
facilitate projection onto non-white surfaces, and reproduce high-
fidelity spectral images. The development of spectral projection
with six primary colors has demonstrated its significance [20, 25].
If the projection relies on a time-multiplexing principle, such as
digital light processing (DLP), a higher frame rate will facilitate the
achievement of a greater number of primary colors, as all colors
must be projected within a single frame time. This technique is
particularly beneficial when combined with DPM that operates with
a frame time of less than 1 ms.

The projector–camera configuration is crucial in enabling the
acquisition of 3D shapes [53], light transport [26,35,39], and spectral
reflectance [19, 28]. High-frame-rate acquisition is sought after in
applications such as inspection, robotics, and scientific measurement.
The most advanced high-speed cameras can record images at rates
exceeding 10,000 fps [2], illustrating a substantial disparity between
the frame rates achieved by cameras and those by projectors.

In this context, a high-frame-rate DLP projector capable of 8-bit
image projection at 2,841 fps has been developed [30, 48, 49]. This
advanced projector has already proven instrumental in the afore-
mentioned innovative applications [8, 18, 32, 46]. Nevertheless, as
previously noted, a significantly higher frame rate with a projection
depth of at least 8 bits is anticipated to broaden potential applica-
tions.

The current study introduces a method for high-frame-rate projec-
tion, accommodating thousands of frames per second. Traditional
DLP projectors sequentially project each bit. We partition the bit
depth of the image across multiple projectors and orchestrate their
simultaneous projection. The individual bit images projected in this
manner are superimposed, allowing the frame rate to be amplified
by adjusting the number of divisions. Furthermore, we proffer an
optimization method to ascertain the division scheme, digital mirror
device (DMD) control time, and light modulation tailored to the
specific number of projectors and target frame rates, all aiming to
maximize brightness. By developing a system with two projectors,
we demonstrate that our system can achieve 5,600 fps with 8-bit
image projection.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 High-Speed Projection
Recent digital projectors can be categorized based on their liquid-
crystal, laser-scanning, and DMD configurations. Among these,
DMD-type projectors excel in terms of frame rate. In such projec-
tors, small mirrors are arrayed in accordance with the number of
resolutions. Each mirror can be tilted at two different angles. At
one angle, the light reflected onto the mirror is emitted through the
lens; at the alternative angle, the light is not transmitted, allowing
for the manipulation of the projected image. In the projected image,
the brightness of each pixel is modulated by the flipping of mirrors.
The frame rate, contingent on DMD control, is constrained by the
employed devices. If the minimum time for DMD control is denoted
by T̃ , the maximum frame rate for 8-bit projection becomes 1

255T̃
,

since the least significant bit (LSB) cannot be shorter than T̃ .
To overcome this limitation in color projection, 3-chip-DLP con-

figurations, which mount three DMDs in a projector, are typically
used. In this setup, the images for red, green, and blue channels
are projected simultaneously, rendering the frame rate three times
faster compared to a single-chip-DLP configuration with only one
DMD. This method enhances the brightness, yet the increase in
frame rate is limited to a factor of three for color projection in a
3-chip-DLP configuration. Although our study draws inspiration
from this setup, we refined it further by dividing the image at the
bit level to enhance the frame rate. The proposed method can be
employed in conjunction with the 3-chip-DLP approach.

The next technique overcomes the constraints of DMD control
time in single-chip configurations by introducing a synchronized
high-speed light-source blinking control. Assuming the utilization of
a high-speed modulatable light source such as an LED, the minimum
time for the LSB in the image can be considerably reduced compared
to the time restricted by the DMD, thus maximizing the frame rate
for 8-bit projection to 1

8T̃
. A diagram detailing the timing at this

maximal frame rate is provided in Fig. 2. Therefore, this approach
is anticipated to attain a frame rate approximately 32 times ( 255

8 ≃
32) higher than that of conventional DLP projection. A detailed
exposition of this scheme follows in the next section.

Though the foundational concept was proposed in 2008 [6], the
realization of an actual high-frame-rate projector was reported in
2015 [49]. This technology accomplished 1,000-fps 8-bit projection
at a resolution of 1,024×768, with the delay from image generation
to projection confined within 3 ms. A similar configuration was
employed in 2016 to create a high-bit-depth projector [7], and in
2019, a 947-fps 24-bit projector with a resolution of 1,024×768 and
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Figure 2: Comparative analysis of single-frame projection between the conventional high-frame-rate projector (top) and our proposed
methodology (middle and bottom). The introduced method significantly reduces the required projection time in contrast to a conventional
projector. Sequentially from top to bottom, the number of projectors Np is specified as 1, 2, and 8, respectively.

a 2 ms delay was reported [48]. This corresponds to an achievable
frame rate of 2,841 fps for 8-bit image projection, where T̃ in the
utilized DMD was 44 µs. Utilizing this high-frame-rate projection
methodology, our study realized a substantially elevated frame rate.

Moreover, specialized high-frame-rate projectors have been de-
vised to correct the misalignment in dynamic projection map-
ping [23,24] and for optical-see-through head-mounted displays [29].
These methods project binary images, with each image being warped
to rectify the misalignment between the target and the projected im-
age. Although this technique offers notable benefits, its objective
diverges from the goal of the present study: the realization of high-
frame-rate projection with multi-bit depth for diverse applications.

2.2 Dithering

In DLP, the frame rate can be increased by reducing the bit depth.
Dithering is a prevalent technique to mitigate this decrease in bit
depth, thereby generating low-bit-depth images that the human eye
perceives as high-bit-depth images.

Dithering entails the conversion of an image into a lower bit-depth
version—for instance, from an 8-bit image to a binary one—through
various thresholding techniques. Random dithering applies a random
threshold to each pixel [17], although this leads to a loss of the
original image’s details.

In contrast, ordered dithering employs a matrix containing thresh-
olds. The image is divided into blocks corresponding in size to
the matrix and then converted according to the matrix’s thresholds.
Different matrices yield various patterns: the matrix by the Bayer
method results in a cross-hatch pattern [4], while the matrix by the
void-and-cluster method produces blue noise [45]. Specialized or-
dered dithering methods for time-multiplexed light-field displays
have also been developed [41].

Error-diffusion dithering can better preserve the original image’s
details compared to the aforementioned techniques. This method
diffuses the quantization error between the original and dithered
values to adjacent pixels. The Floyd-Steinberg method, based on
this approach, is widely employed [15].

Nonetheless, it remains difficult for dithered images to flawlessly
retain the details of high spatial frequency and smooth shading
features found in the original image. Artifacts can be easily observed
when the viewer looks closer to a dithered image. Additionally,
since high-frame-rate projectors tend to have low spatial resolution,
artifacts are rarely hidden in such situations. Our proposed approach
offers a promising alternative for high-frame-rate projections across
a broad spectrum of applications that do not rely on dithering.
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Figure 3: Illustrations of projector alignment for the multi-bit su-
perimposing method utilizing eight projectors (Np = 8). The left
side depicts non-coaxial alignment, whereas the right side represents
coaxial alignment.

3 MULTI-BIT SUPERIMPOSING PROJECTION

3.1 Overview

Our approach relies on a DLP scheme wherein the projected image
is governed by the DMD and the light source. In this arrangement,
an image is segmented into binary images at each bit level and then
projected in sequence. Moreover, our method is founded on the
technique of augmenting the frame rate, as elucidated in Sect. 2.1,
where light intensity is modulated in synchrony with DMD flipping.
The timing diagram for 8-bit image projection, with T̃ denoting the
minimum time necessary for DMD control, is illustrated at the top
of Fig. 2. In this figure, eight blocks of 8 bits are shown, with yellow
indicating the periods during which light is illuminated in each block.
Gray designates the DMD switching period, when illumination must
be withheld.

To achieve elevated frame rates, the proposed method deploys
multiple projectors, synchronized with high precision. The images
projected by these devices are aligned to create a single coherent
image. Multiple projectors can be situated side by side, with image
warping as depicted on the left side of Fig. 3, or coaxially aligned
with optical elements to modify light paths, as shown on the right
side of Fig. 3. The selection of alignment depends on the specifica-
tions of the utilized projectors, as non-coaxial and coaxial alignments
present challenges related to focus and energy loss, respectively.

Utilizing the bit-temporally-sequential projection method de-
scribed above, the binary bit images are divided into groups and as-
signed to different projectors. These projectors concurrently project
their allocated bit images. The bit images projected simultaneously
by the different projectors are superimposed and those projected
sequentially by a single projector integrate into our vision. This



process allows us to substantially reduce the frame time, thereby
increasing the frame rate, all while preserving high-bit-depth projec-
tion.

An illustration of the timing diagram in a two-projector config-
uration for 8-bit image projection is shown in the middle of Fig. 2.
Here, the upper 4-bit images are projected by one projector, and
the lower 4-bit images by the other. If the minimum time required
for DMD control, T̃ , is 44 µs, the resulting frame rate is 5,682 fps,
with a frame time of 176 µs. A timing diagram for an 8-projector
configuration is shown at the bottom of Fig. 2. The frame rate with
the 8-bit image projection and T̃ =44 µs is 22,727 fps. Notably,
the maximum frame rate for binary projection in the conventional
scheme with T̃ =44 µs is also 22,727 fps.

In summary, let Np represent the number of projectors, and Nb
denote the bit depths. Our method allows for a single projector to
project up to k = ⌈Nb

Np
⌉ bits of images, without separating a single-bit

image across multiple projectors. Therefore, the frame time when
employing our method can be reduced by a factor of Nb

k , compared
to a conventional high-frame-rate projector.

3.2 Bit-Sequence Optimization

This section describes the optimization method used to determine
the bit sequence. The method aims to minimize light loss through
careful adjustment of the bit allocation to the projectors, control
time of the DMD, and light illumination time. Specifically, in the
optically coaxial configuration, each projector might be equipped
with a beam splitter to combine its light with others, as depicted
on the right side of Fig. 3. Further, our method can be used to
determine the optimal characteristics of such optical components.
This optimization is designed on the basis of mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP), and the optimization parameters are as
follows:

Np ∈ N : Number of projectors
Nb ∈ N : Number of bits of projected image

Ṫ : Time consumed by a single frame projection
T̃ : Minimum time of DMD control
T̂ : Minimum time of light-off to avoid projection

while DMD switching

The optimized parameters are as follows:

ξξξ ∈ RNp

[ξ0, . . . ,ξNp−1]
T

: Attenuation rate per projector

HHH ∈ {0,1}Np×Nb : Bit allocation status
t̃tt ∈ RNb

[̃t0, . . . , t̃Nb−1]
T

: DMD control time for each bit

t̂tt ∈ RNb

[̂t0, . . . , t̂Nb−1]
T

: Illumination time for each bit

The vector ξξξ is applied in the context of optical coaxial alignment.
If the available beam splitter is predetermined, ξξξ can be considered
a given parameter. Conversely, when coaxial alignment is not em-
ployed, and the projectors are arrayed side-by-side, as shown on the
left side of Fig. 3, ξξξ also becomes a given parameter, with all its
values set to one. Hi, j in HHH is the j-th bit’s allocation status for the
ith projector. If Hi, j equals 1, the j-th bit is assigned to projection
by the ith projector. t̃i and t̂i are the DMD control and illumination
times for the i-th bit, respectively.

With these parameters, the optimization aims to enhance the
brightness of the system. The goal function to be maximized, along
with the associated constraints, are as follows:

maximize
ξξξ ,HHH ,̃ttt ,̂ttt

f (ξξξ ,HHH, t̂tt) = ξξξ
T ·HHH · t̂tt

subject to

t̃i ≥ T̃ ∀i ∈ [0,Nb)

t̃i ≥ t̂i + T̂ ∀i ∈ [0,Nb)

(ξξξ T ·HHH)i+1 · t̂i+1 = (ξξξ T ·HHH)i · t̂i ·2 ∀i ∈ [0,Nb −1)

(HHH · t̃tt)p ≤ Ṫ ∀p ∈ [0,Np)

(HHHT ·HHH)i,i = 1 ∀i ∈ [0,Nb)

||ξξξ ||1 = 1 for coaxial case

The objective function f (ξξξ ,HHH, t̂tt) represents the brightness
achieved by the projection system. The control time of the DMD for
each bit must exceed T̃ , as demonstrated in the first constraint, due to
the intrinsic device limitations of the DMD. Within the bounds of the
DMD’s control time, the illumination time for each bit is modulated
to be appreciably extended, as specified by the second constraint.
The system is obliged to satisfy the third constraint, which ensures
that the brightness of each bit augments by a factor of 2. The control
time of the DMD is restricted by the frame time, as expressed in the
fourth constraint. According to the fifth constraint, each bit must
be allocated to a projector. The sixth constraint is invoked when
the optical axes of the projectors are aligned, and it governs the
optimization of the attenuation rates per projector. The constraint
ξi ≥ 0 (∀i ∈ [0,Np)) is omitted as it is considered redundant.

Mirror

Beam Splitter

Top Projector

Bottom Projector

Figure 4: Schematic of our experimental projection system em-
ploying two projectors. The illumination from the upper projector
undergoes reflection by the mirror and is subsequently combined
with the light from the lower projector via the beam splitter (R/T =
30/70).

4 DEVELOPED SYSTEM WITH TWO PROJECTORS

4.1 System Configuration
An illustration of the constructed system for 8-bit image projec-
tion utilizing two projectors (Nb = 8,Np = 2) is provided in Fig. 4.
This arrangement employed a high-frame-rate 8-bit projector with a
resolution of 1024×768 (manufactured by Tokyo Electron Device
Limited, TB-UK-DYNAFLASH). The projector’s frame rate was
augmented in accordance with the approach described in Sect. 2.1,
having parameters with T̃ = 44 µs and T̂ = 5 µs. The images emit-
ted from both projectors were aligned coaxially. For precise optical
alignment, a mirror and beam splitter were positioned in front of
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Figure 5: Examination of brightness availability dependent on the
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unfixed R/T rate.

the top and bottom projectors, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 4.
Additional image warping was applied to achieve exact alignment1.

4.2 Brightness Simulation

Simulations were conducted by applying our optimization compu-
tation to elucidate the effect of the refraction/transmittance (R/T)
rate on the brightness of the projected images. Specifically, the
brightness levels of these images were simulated, and the brightness
availability across different frame rates for each fixed R/T rate was
investigated. The anticipated brightness of the projected images
was computed employing the objective function relevant to the opti-
mization problem, as explicated in Sect. 3.2. Within this simulation,
the R/T rate corresponds to the attenuation rate ξξξ . The Couenne
solver, in conjunction with AMPL, was utilized to effectuate our
methodology. Brightness availability was defined as the ratio of
our system’s brightness to the theoretical brightness in a system
where light intensity is governed solely by DMD, devoid of light
modulation, and without light loss.

The relationship between brightness availability and frame rate
for each R/T rate is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the horizontal and
vertical axes symbolize the frame rate and brightness availability,
respectively. Moreover, the figure encompasses the outcomes when
the R/T rate is unfixed and considered as an estimated parameter in
the optimization.

As shown in Fig. 5, various non-constant gradients are evident. A
majority of these cases result from alterations in the bit allocation
status HHH. For instance, a significant decrease in brightness availabil-
ity was perceived across all R/T rate cases at approximately 4,500
fps on the horizontal axis. In the instance of an unfixed R/T rate at
4,500 fps, the optimal parameters are as follows:

• HHH =

[
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

]

• t̃tt[µs] =
[
44 44 44 44 46.22 44 61.07 117.15

]T

• t̂tt[µs] =[
2.58 5.15 10.31 20.61 41.22 28.04 56.07 112.15

]T

• ξξξ =
[
0.2538 0.7462

]T

The optimal bit allocation scheme deployed five bits for one
projector and three bits for the other. The brightness availability was
considerably diminished at approximately 4545.45 fps because this
specific frame rate represented the threshold beyond which it became

1Supplementary material provides comprehensive details to replicate our
system.

unfeasible to allocate five bits to a single projector ( 1
5T̃

≈ 4545.45

fps) 2.
It is important to note that for frame rates surpassing the thresh-

old of 4545.45 fps, the bit allocation status HHH remains constant.
Specifically, one projector is allotted the four most significant bits,
while the other projector is allotted the four least significant bits,

as symbolized by the matrix HHH =

[
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

]
(the reverse HHH =

[
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

]
is also true). Fur-

thermore, in this case, the optimal attenuation rate of each projector
(R/T ratio of the beam splitter) is expressed as ξξξ = 1

17
[
1 16

]T

(or ξξξ = 1
17

[
16 1

]T ). In this configuration, both projectors were
synchronized, possessing identical illumination and control times
corresponding to the DMD. In the next section, we introduce the
empirical parameters utilized in the experiments.

4.3 Optimized Parameters for the Experiments
Based on the constructed system, we fine-tuned the parameters
to actualize a frame time of Ṫ = 177.93 µs. We deliberately cir-
cumvented customization of the beam splitter. Based on the data
depicted in Fig. 5, we incorporated a beam splitter with an R/T rate
of 30/70 from readily available products. The vector ξξξ was fixed
at

[
0.3 0.7

]T . As a consequence, 30 % of the light from the top
projector and 70 % from the bottom projector coalesced to form a
unified projected image. The light blue solid line in Fig. 5 indicates
the change in brightness availability when the beam splitter ratio
was fixed at 30/70.

Under these specific conditions, the optimization techniques de-
tailed in Sect. 3.2 determines the remaining parameters as follows:

• HHH =

[
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

]
• t̃tt[µs] =

[
44 44 44 44 44 44 44 45.93

]T

• t̂tt[µs] =[
0.73 1.48 2.97 5.96 5.11 10.23 20.46 40.93

]T

Thus, we anticipated achieving a brightness approximately 32 %
of the theoretical maximum brightness, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Synchronized Bit Sequence
The projection of the bit sequence was assessed using Si PiN photo-
diodes (Hamamatsu Photonics, S5973), coupled with photosensor
amplifiers (Hamamatsu Photonics, C8366). Each photodiode was
positioned in alignment with the respective projector, and the out-
puts were gauged using an oscilloscope (Tektronix, MDO3034).
The results are depicted in the upper two figures of Fig. 6. For this
evaluation, an image comprising 255-pixel values was projected
in accordance with the parameters defined in Sect. 4.3. The figure
also illustrates the anticipated output responses in green, and the
illumination pattern transpired as expected, as evidenced in Fig. 6.

Synchronization of the two projectors is imperative. To fulfill this
prerequisite, each projector can be regulated to initiate the projection
of a singular frame at the moment of the rising edge of the trigger
signal. The response of the projectors to this trigger signal was ex-
amined, as shown in Fig. 6. A singular trigger signal was supplied to

2The Supplementary material provides more comprehensive examples
concerning the nonlinearity depicted in Fig. 5. Additionally, this material
includes supplementary simulation results for a system encompassing three
projectors.
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Figure 6: Display of actual and anticipated photodiode responses in the 1st and 2nd projectors, exhibited in the top and middle, respectively.
Following the arrangement described in Sect. 4.3, the 1st projector is allocated the least significant four bits and identified as the top projector,
while the 2nd projector is assigned the most significant four bits and recognized as the bottom projector. The bottom section illustrates the
trigger signals for both projectors and the camera.

both projectors for preliminary assessment, as indicated at the lower
part of Fig. 6. The red dashed lines in the top two figures demarcate
the commencement time of the projection for each individual frame.
Based on these findings, the variance in the start times between the
two projectors was approximately 0.1 µs, a discrepancy deemed
insignificant. Consequently, synchronization of the two projectors
can be achieved with a single trigger signal, maintaining adequate
precision. Furthermore, it was noted that the delay from the trigger
input to the projection onset was approximately 46 µs.

Although the achievable frame rate of the projection system,
according to the parameters in Sect. 4.3, was 5,620 fps (Ṫ = 177.93
µs), the frame rate of each trigger was set at 5,600 fps for the
evaluations. This moderated frame rate was necessitated for the
stable synchronization.

5.2 Gradation
This section introduces the findings regarding the measured illumi-
nance of the newly developed projector operating at 5,600 fps. An
illuminometer (Konica Minolta, T-10MA) was employed, situated
at the central point of the projected image and positioned 900 mm
from the beam splitter in alignment with the lower projector. During
this measurement, the pixel values within the projected image were
maintained uniformly.

The results are depicted in Fig. 7 on a logarithmic scale. As
our system refrains from utilizing gamma correction, the illumi-
nance corresponding to each bit should be directly proportional to
the gradation level represented in this graph. The illuminance al-
tered linearly, as evidenced in the figure. To accomplish this result,
we meticulously regulated the current of the LED in each projec-
tor beforehand to offset the individual variances between the two
projectors.

5.3 5,600 Fps Projection
We assessed the projected image employing images captured by
a high-speed camera, specifically Mikrotron, EoSens 1.1CXP2
(MC1166, monochrome), with the resolution adjusted to 720 ×
540 pixels. The lens utilized was VS Technology, VS-25085/C,
having a focal length of 25 mm, and the F-number was designated
at 0.85. The camera’s gain was maximized to a value of 4.0.

The initiation of camera exposure can coincide with the rising
edge of the trigger signal. The latency from the rising edge of this
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Figure 7: Illuminance on the screen of the projected images corre-
sponding to each bit.

signal to the commencement of exposure was identified to differ
from the projector’s delay, which was 46 µs. Consequently, we
formulated a distinct trigger signal apart from the one utilized for
the projectors. Moreover, we set a period exceeding the projection
frame time Ṫ = 177.93 µs as noted in Sect. 5.1. As a result, we
calibrated the frame rates for both projection and capturing at 5,600
fps, while keeping the projection frame time as Ṫ = 177.93 µs.

Using this configuration, we manually fine-tuned the timing of
the camera’s trigger signal through observation of the projected
image, thereby ensuring that the precise pattern was discernible in
the captured images. The lower figure in Fig. 6 shows the actual
timing of the trigger signal transmitted to the camera.

The distance between the system and the screen was maintained
at 900 mm, as elaborated in Sect. 5.2. The camera was positioned
at a distance of 1,800 mm from the screen. The results, which
illustrate the capture of the 8-bit image projection at 5,600 fps, are
displayed in Fig. 8. The projected image exhibited a vertically
striped pattern, with values constituting

{
2i : i = 0,1, . . . ,7

}
. This

pattern transited from the right to the left with each frame, and the
image also encompassed a counter indicating the frame number at
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Figure 8: Images projected at 5,600 fps, depicting a vertically striped pattern that moves from right to left, inclusive of a counter denoting the
frame number. The frames are captured at a rate identical to that of the projector.

the center.
As depicted in the figure, the pattern transformed with every

frame, exhibiting neither repetition nor omission of frames. The
images were successfully updated at a rate of 5,600 fps. Fig. 1
presents an additional projection result, captured during the bursting
of a balloon to assess the speed of the phenomenon.

5.4 Image Quality
The proposed system synthesized a singular image through the de-
ployment of two projectors. Due to this particular configuration, the
potential for spatial pixel misalignment was introduced, which might
consequently lead to a brightness error. This inconsistency arises
when incorrect pixels from the dual projectors are superimposed as a
result of the aforementioned misalignment. However, this error did
not manifest in the evaluation delineated in Sect. 5.2, as all pixels
maintained identical values. Therefore, this section elucidates an
evaluation of image quality during the projection of a natural image.

We executed the projection of images, adhering to our proposed
methodology, at a rate of 5,600 fps, and synchronously captured
them. Correspondingly, we projected and captured dithered images
at the same frame rate for the purpose of comparison, employing
both Bayer and Floyd-Steinberg dithering techniques to convert an
8-bit reference image into a 1-bit representation. In the case of the
original reference image, we projected and captured images at a rate
of 60 fps. The aperture of the camera lens was manually calibrated
to ensure that the mean pixel brightness within the captured images
remained consistent.

The images obtained are displayed in Fig. 9. For the upper three
variants within Fig. 9, the camera was positioned approximately
300 mm from the screen and was angled diagonally to avert any
undesirable shadows or reflections that might be induced by the
projections onto the camera. For the full image displayed in Fig. 9,
the camera was stationed at a distance of approximately 1,800 mm
from the screen.

A discernible difference in the gradation representation capabil-
ities of each image is evident in the image’s background (e.g., the
sky). These artifacts were a consequence of the dithering method.
Conversely, the image obtained through our method was corrobo-
rated to be more analogous to the original reference. Moreover, in
comparison to dithering methods, our approach was able to accom-
plish superior quality at sharp edges (e.g., the penguins’ beaks in the
image).

Upon examining the texture, particularly the skin of the penguins,
our method was found to clearly render the texture in a manner that
more resembles natural appearance than did the dithering methods.
The dithering methods revealed numerous dots within the texture,
creating a visually distracting effect. In contrast, our technique
provides a smoother and more harmonious portrayal of the texture,

resulting in a visually appealing and realistic depiction of the pen-
guins’ skin.

For a quantitative comparison, we evaluated the image quality
based on the structural similarity index (SSIM) between the refer-
ence and high-frame-rate projection images [47]. The SSIM results
for the four types of images depicted in Fig. 9 are detailed in Table 1.
As demonstrated in Table 1, our method surpasses the dithering
methods in performance. Additionally, our approach was able to
represent high-quality images irrespective of the distance between
the camera and screen in this assessment.

Table 1: An evaluation of the similarity between each image and the
original image (with adjusted aperture). For the similarity assess-
ment, we utilized the SSIM.

Bayer Floyd-Steinberg Our method
Gradation 0.380 0.402 0.799
Sharp edge 0.546 0.541 0.754

Texture 0.569 0.567 0.858
Full image 0.710 0.722 0.798

6 DISCUSSION

This study introduced a system developed using two projectors with
an optical coaxial alignment. Although a beam splitter with R/T
= 30/70 was utilized in this study due to its availability, it is not
the optimized configuration in terms of brightness, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. We are obligated to illustrate the performance of the most
effective system configuration.

Additionally, we did not manifest the optimal maximum frame
rate projection at 5,682 fps within the developed system. This limi-
tation arose due to two reasons. The first reason is the inability to
capture satisfactory images for evaluation at the maximum frame
rate, which is attributable to the low brightness of the projection.
To overcome this obstacle, it is incumbent upon us to enhance the
aforementioned brightness and secure a camera with higher sensitiv-
ity. The second reason, as described in Sect. 5.1, is the difficulty in
achieving stable synchronization in two projectors when the trigger
period and frame time are the same. We needed to set the trigger
period slightly longer than the frame time due to the synchronization
specification in the used projector. To surmount this obstacle, we
need to improve the control circuit related to the synchronization in
the projector.

The light modulation response was presumed to be a square wave;
however, the factual response in the lower projector did not align
with the ideal, as depicted in Fig. 6. Since the response of the upper
projector was superior to that of the bottom one, this discrepancy
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Figure 9: Comparison of various projection methods. The images, arranged from left to right, display the results of the original image (captured
and projected at 60 fps), Bayer Dithering, Floyd-Steinberg Dithering, and our specific method. The results pertaining to the dithering and our
methods were captured and projected at 5,600 fps. The illustrations, from top to bottom, reveal both zoomed and full images to accentuate the
quality distinctions among the methods.

was not deduced to stem from the performance of the photodiode
and oscilloscope. At present, this may induce a minor error margin
that is perceptible in the transition from the third to the fourth bit in
Fig. 7, and it may consequently diminish the image quality.

An alternative approach to augmenting the image quality would
be to meticulously examine the pixel alignment precision. While
the findings of this study did not reveal pronounced errors, we de-
tected inconspicuous artifacts in the image projected by our system
when juxtaposed with the original image. This discrepancy might
be ascribed to image warping for coaxial alignment and bit-depth
separation. As these procedures are executed independently, errors
in either or both processes might engender unforeseen artifacts. We
require more precise calibration and a novel method to simultane-
ously optimize image warping and bit sequence, particularly when
implementing a higher-resolution projector or a greater quantity of
projectors.

In the present study, we utilized the SSIM as our criterion for
evaluating image quality. Nevertheless, it is vital to acknowledge that
SSIM, similar to all other metrics, is not without its shortcomings in
capturing the nuances of image quality. We acknowledge the need
to further explore image quality assessments through user studies.

Furthermore, this innovation holds the potential for advancement
through the employment of an increased number of projectors to at-
tain a superior frame rate. Exploration of color projections using this
methodology should also be undertaken. Moreover, beyond merely

amplifying the frame rate, our projection technique is anticipated to
augment the bit-depth in projections with reduced frame rates.

7 CONCLUSION

We introduced a multi-bit superimposition method with the aim of
materializing high-speed DLP projection capable of thousands of
frame rates, all the while preserving elevated bit depths. Theoreti-
cally, the proposed method can facilitate eight-fold accelerated 8-bit
image projection in comparison to a solitary projector, under ideal
conditions. We also elucidated an optimization procedure to ascer-
tain the system parameters essential for optimizing the brightness of
the projection.

Based on this proposal, we constructed a high-frame-rate pro-
jection system employing two projectors aligned along the same
optical axis. This system was able to effectuate 8-bit projection at
5,600 fps, and, notably, could project images with a considerably
higher gradation than could be achieved by a single projector using
dithering at the identical frame rate.

In the future, we intend to address the challenges described in
Sect. 6. Concurrently, we envision deploying the proposed projection
system in the various potential applications introduced in Sect. 1.
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